I am a KWA member, editor of the “arhiSAH” chess series of GAMBIT (Romania)
publishing house and the author of Wolfgang Pauly. Challenge of a Legacy.
I am glad being now able to offer my bibliographic work of chess publications in Romania
to you, entitled “RO-ABC. Romania – A Bibliography of Chess”, arhiSAH series #13.
The book is in English language (~ 95%!), with several small fragments in Romanian.
RO-ABC is a comprehensive bibliography, covering all the Romanian chess books,
magazines, regulations, tournament bulletins ever published, and most of the titles from
literature and philately domain. Many miscellaneous items were added.
The items are arranged chronologically, in each chapter.
For all the chess books and magazines, each title is illustrated with the image of the
original front cover (as well as for many titles of tournament bulletins, regulations, literature,
philatelia, miscellanea).
Around 800 entries, of which 663 numbered (613 being distinct items).
Around 550 images: ca. 385 are covers of books/magazines, 40 signatures, 10 photos of
authors etc.
300 pages, fully coloured, size 14x20 cm, hard covers, de luxe paper. See PDF files
attached!
This is a de luxe limited edition (around 250-300 copies), printed on good white paper (>
90 gr.). Each copy is numbered and signed by the author.
The number of copies will be finalized after the first set of orders, expected in 2 weeks from
now.
Under no circumstances, no copy of this edition will be delivered without both number and
signature!
There will be no duplicate of any number! Each delivered copy will be mentioned in our
files, to preserve a clear status.
The book will be ready for delivering no later than 01.vii..2009.
Copies numbered i-ix are reserved for the legal deposit of the National Library of
Romania.
Copies numbered 10-49 are reserved for our contributors, sponsors and reviewers.
(Several not numbered copies may be printed on usual paper and soft cover, for internal
use.)
Usual price: 62.49 Euro + 5 Euro handling and shipping = 67.99 Euro.
KWA members have 20% discount  49.99 Euro + 5 Euro handling and shipping =
54.99 Euro.
Several special sets of “arhiSAH” chess series edited by me (#0, #1 … #11, soon #12) are
prepared to be offered to you.

